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1 Introduction

A variety of approaches for decision-making deal with interval-valued inferences. Re-

searchers have investigated the properties of inner/outer measures [19, 23, 44, 57],

and lower probability [4, 9, 14, 28, 56] for evaluating and selecting courses of action;

Dempster-Shafer theory employs belief and plausibility functions [44, 49] to represent

interval-valued \beliefs" in events.

Several authors advocate the use of convex sets of distributions as a exible, meaning-

ful, and realistic model for decision-making and inference [20, 32, 47, 58]. Unfortunately,

results concerning convex set of distributions are scattered in a variety of �elds, and are

generally obscured by non-uniform terminology and notation. Even worse, several con-

tradictory proposals exist for conditionalization and independence relations in convex

sets of distributions.

This report presents a concise and complete theory of convex sets of probability

distributions for �nite models. The main objective is to update Quasi-Bayesian theory,

originally proposed by Giron and Rios [18], by introducing appropriate concepts of

irrelevance and independence. The derivation of main results is presented in a novel

form, transitioning from preferences to lower expectations and then to convex sets of

distributions; in this process, equivalence of Giron and Rios' axioms and Walley's almost-

preference axioms is proved. Walley's generalized Bayes rule is also proved in a novel

form, which emphasizes the concept of conditional preferences.

The result is theory of decision-making and inference that is simple and intuitive,

and yet can handle the �nite models that are commonplace in Arti�cial Intelligence.
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2 Paper roadmap

Section 3 classi�es and reviews modi�cations to Bayesian theory, providing background

and discussing related work. A brief overview of Quasi-Bayesian theory is then presented

in section 4.

Section 5 presents a complete derivation of Quasi-Bayesian theory, including irrele-

vance and independence relations. Some technical aspects of Quasi-Bayesian theory are

presented in sections 6 (lower and upper values) and 7 (decision-making).

Appendix A contains the proof for theorem 1; all other proofs are collected in Ap-

pendix B.

3 Relaxing Bayesian theory

One of the most successful theories of decision-making is Bayesian theory [2, 13, 15, 39].

Consider a �nite set of states f�1; �2; : : : ; �ng. A decision is a function f that assigns

a utility value for each possible state of the world. The idea is that, if decision f is

selected and state � obtains, the decision-maker gets f(�).

Bayesian theory postulates that a decision f is evaluated through its expected value

Ep[f ] with respect to a single probability distribution p(�):

Ep[f ] =
X
j

f(�j)p(�j): (1)

In the real world we can rarely meet all the assumptions of a Bayesian model. First,

we have to face imperfections in a decision-maker's beliefs, either because the decision-

maker has no time, resources, patience, or con�dence to provide exact probability values.

Second, we may deal with a group of disagreeing experts, each specifying a particular

distribution [32]. Third, we may be interested in abstracting away parts of a model and

assessing the e�ects of this abstraction [8, 21]. For example, in the model of �gure 1, a
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decision-maker may want to assess the impact of the link between variables X1 and X2,

or the impact of merging variables X3 and X4 into a single variable.

There are two types of models that violate the Bayesian model:

Resource-bounded decision-makers. The �rst type of model imposes constraints

on the decision-maker. For example, the decision-maker may have to pay for the

cost of computation [19, 29, 35, 46], or the decision-maker may be handicapped

(e.g., have limited memory) [16, 25, 26]. The term bounded rationality was coined

by H. Simon to represent this situation [52, 54]. Simon proposed that heuristic

knowledge is the best way to cope with boundedness [55, 53]. Recently, researchers

have tried to apply standard decision theory to the task of evaluating the cost of

deliberation [24, 27, 38, 41, 42, 45].

Imperfect decision-makers. The second type of model relaxes the requirements of

Bayesian theory; decision-makers are imperfect [3, 6, 17, 22, 32, 48, 51, 56]. For

example, one may adopt interval representations of uncertainty [4, 37], or belief

functions as in Dempster-Shafer theory [12, 50]. Complaints about the excessive

degree of detail demanded by the elicitation of a single probability distribution

have been common in Arti�cial Intelligence and Robotics (Cheeseman [5] discusses

most of these criticisms).

Work reported in this paper focuses on imperfect decision-makers. Fundamentally,
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Figure 1: Abstraction in Bayesian networks: elimination of weak links and grouping of

variables.
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imperfect rationality gives additional freedom to a decision-maker, while bounded ratio-

nality subtracts some of the usual freedom by imposing extra costs. Whereas bounded

rationality focuses on computational gains, imperfect rationality focuses on more real-

istic and interesting decision processes.

4 Overview of Quasi-Bayesian theory

Bayesian decision-makers can make an ordering for all possible decisions using expected

values. A natural relaxation is to consider the possibility of a partial ordering for

decisions.

Quasi-Bayesian theory is a generalization of Bayesian theory which starts from a

partial order of preferences. A decision-maker reasons with a convex, closed set of

distributions1 and a single utility function. The main practical consequence of this

model is that every event is associated with a probability interval, and every decision is

associated with an expected utility interval.

A convex, closed set of distributions maintained by a decision-maker is called a

credal set. To simplify terminology, use the term credal set only in connection to a set

of distributions containing more than one element. The credal set for a variable X is

denoted by K(X).

Inference is performed by applying Bayes rule to each distribution in a joint credal

set; the posterior credal set is the union of all such posterior distributions. To obtain

maximum and minimum values of posterior probabilities, one must look only at the

vertices of the posterior credal sets, which are obtained by applying Bayes rule to the

vertices of a joint credal [58].

1Given a set of functions pi, their convex combination is determined by
P

i
�ipi, where all �i are

positive and
P
�i = 1. A convex set of probability distributions is a set of distributions that is closed

under convex combinations.
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Consider a variable Y with a set of values Ŷ , and denote by Y the set of all subsets

of Ŷ . For any event A in Y, take the conditional credal set K(XjA) for a variable X.

Denote the collection of all such K(XjA) by K(XjY ).

Giron and Rios do not discuss independence relations in their formulation; I propose

to adopt Walley's de�nition of independence, which is based on the concept of irrelevance

[58]. Variable X is irrelevant to variable Y when the sets K(XjY ) and K(X) contain

the same distributions. Variables X and Y are independent when X is irrelevant to Y

and vice-versa.

A credal set can be interpreted as an incomplete or as an exhaustive model of beliefs.

In the �rst case, it is assumed that the decision-maker maintains a single probabilistic

model, but resource constraints do not allow the decision-maker to fully recognize or

use this probabilistic model; this is the \black-box" model by Good [19]. In the second

case, it is assumed that a credal set is a complete model in itself, and the decision-maker

has no commitment to any single underlying \true" distribution. In this paper, credal

sets are taken as exhaustive models, with not requirement that a decision-maker adopt

any single distribution in a credal set.

5 A derivation of Quasi-Bayesian theory

A number of axiomatizations of convex sets of distributions are available in di�erent

�elds. The present derivation contributes Theorem 1, which proves the equivalence

of Giron and Rios' approach and Walley's almost-equivalence axioms. This point was

left open by Walley [58, note 3.7.7]. Theorems 2, 3, 4 and 7 are well-known results

based on Walley's correspondence theorem [58, section 3.8.1]. Theorems 5 and 6 are

also adaptations of known results to the terminology of Giron and Rios' axioms. Since

Giron and Rios did not publish proofs for their theorems, proofs for theorems 2 to 6 are

included in Appendix B. Finally, theorems 8 and 9 are fundamental results that come

directly from Walley's book, and are reproduced without proof.
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The ideas behind Quasi-Bayesian theory have been proposed by a number of authors,

notably by Levi and Kyburg. Levi's considerations about probability are identical to

Giron and Rios', but Levi also admits sets of utility functions [32]. Kyburg has proposed

a variety of approaches to uncertainty, some of which employ convex sets of distributions

[20]. The most comprehensive study of inferences based on partial orders has been con-

ducted by Walley [58], but his axioms and techniques start from very di�erent premises;

Walley focuses on lower expectations as the main entity in inferences. The most general

theory of decision for �nite spaces is due to Seidenfeld et al. [47], who provide a com-

plete and elegant axiomatization for sets of probabilities and utilities. Future research

must consider the implications of sets of utilities.

The strategy here is to start from preferences, derive lower expectations and then

obtain convex sets of distributions. Most of the derivation follows from results in Giron

and Rios original work [18] and Walley's book [58]. The presentation is more complete

than Giron and Rios' (they do not discuss expectations nor independence relations) and

more intuitive than Walley's (he starts from lower expectations in very general spaces,

and his basic coherence axioms are harder to motivate than Giron and Rios' preference

axioms).

5.1 Conventions

Functions are real-valued, de�ned over a �nite universe f�1; �2; : : : ; �ng, and form a

linear space. The indicator function for event A, denoted by �A(X), is equal to 1 if

X 2 A and 0 otherwise. Constant functions, indicator functions and all necessary

convex combinations of functions are included in the space of functions. Functions

are denoted by f; g; h; : : : (possibly subscripted). Variables are denoted by X;Y;Z; : : :

(possibly subscripted), and have a �nite number of values. The set of values for variable

X is denoted X̂, and the set of all subsets of X̂ is denoted X . Sets and events are

denoted A;B;C; : : : (possibly subscripted). Write f > g when f(�) > g(�) for all �.
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5.2 Preferences

Quasi-Bayesian theory, like Bayesian theory, assumes the existence of a utility function.

A decision is a function f that assigns a utility value for each possible state of the world.

The key problem is how to compare decisions. A preference pattern must be de�ned so

that the decision-maker can compare functions.

The axioms below are valid for a preference relation � de�ned for pairs of functions.

The statement f � g means f is at least as preferred as g. To simplify notation, de�ne

the strict preference relation � by: f � g if and only if f � g and not g � f .

Giron and Rios' axioms are [18]:

1. If f � g and g � h then f � h. [transitivity]

2. If f > g then f � g. [dominance]

3. For � 2 (0; 1], f � g if and only if �f + (1 � �)h � �g + (1 � �)h. [convex

combination]

4. If fi ! f and g � fi � h for all i, then g � f � h. [convergence]

These axioms are similar to axioms proposed by Walley [58, section 3.7.6]; Walley

indicates that his axioms are \apparently equivalent" to Giron and Rios' axioms [58,

note 3.7.7]. The following theorem proves the equivalence of the two systems.

Theorem 1. Giron and Rios' axioms are equivalent to the following axioms:

1. If f = �1 and g = 0, it is not the case that f � g. [sure gain]

2. If f � g and g � h then f � h. [transitivity]

3. If f � g then f � g. [monotonicity]

4. If f � g and � > 0 then �f � �g. [positive homogeneity]
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5. If f + � � g for all � > 0 then f � g. [continuity]

6. f � g if and only if f � g � 0. [cancellation]

5.3 Lower expectations

To investigate the consequences of the axioms, de�ne a functional E [f ], called the lower

expectation of function f :

E [f ] = max
�

[f � �] : (2)

Theorem 2. Lower expectations have the following properties:

1. E [f ] � inf f .

2. E [�f ] = �E [f ] for � > 0. [positive homogeneity]

3. E [f + g] � E [f ] + E [g]. [super-additivity]

Lower expectations have a direct correspondence to preference patterns, as proved

by the following theorem.

Theorem 3. E [f � g] � 0 if and only if f � g.

This result shows that preferences can be obtained from lower expectations [58,

section 3.8.1]:

f � g when E [f � g] � 0: (3)

The concept of lower expectation is not just a derivative of Giron and Rios' axioms;

properties in theorem 2 de�ne all functionals that can possibly generate valid preference

patterns.

Theorem 4. Any functional satisfying the properties in theorem 2 generates a prefer-

ence pattern (through expression (3)) satisfying Giron and Rios' axioms.
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5.4 Convex sets of distributions

The representation of preference patterns by lower expectation demands speci�cation

of a numeric value for every function of interest. A more compact representation is in

terms of convex sets of distributions.

Call Ep[f ] =
P

j f(�j)p(�j) the expectation of f with respect to distribution p (ex-

pression 1). An expectation Ep dominates a lower expectation E if E[f ] � E [f ] for all

f .

Consider:

� For a lower expectation E, the set K of all dominating distributions:

K = fp(�) : E [f ] � Ep[f ] for all fg :

� For a closed convex set of distributions K, the dominated lower expectation E0:

E0[f ] = min
p2K

Ep[f ] (4)

Suppose one starts with lower expectation E, calculates the set of dominating dis-

tributions K for E, and then calculates the dominated lower expectation E0 for K.

E0 is always equal to E; a lower expectation E is represented by its set of dominating

distributions K [28].

Theorem 5. A functional E is a lower expectation if and only if it is represented by

its set K of dominating distributions.

This result leads to the basic theorem of Quasi-Bayesian theory [18, theorem 3.2].

Theorem 6. For a preference pattern satisfying Giron and Rios' axioms, there is a

closed and convex set of probability distributions K such that:

f � g , Ep[f ] � Ep[g] for every p 2 K:
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5.5 Conditional preferences

For any event A, the expression f �A g means f is at least as preferred as g when event

A obtains. The purpose of this section is to formalize this concept.

For any function f , de�ne the auxiliary function fA:

fA(�i) =

8<
:
f(�j) if �j 2 A;

� if �j 62 A;

where � is an arbitrary constant.

Giron and Rios take the conditional preference f �A g to mean that fA � gA;

comparisons among decisions given A should only focus on the preferences restricted to

states in A.

The conditional preference f �A g is equivalent to the statement that �Af � �Ag:

fA � gA , �Af + (1 � �A)� � �Ag + (1� �A)� , �Af � �Ag:

As a consequence, �A satis�es all preference axioms for any A such that E [�A] � 0. An

event A such that E [�A] = 0 is called a null event.

For a non-null event A, de�ne the conditional lower expectation given A:

E [f jA] = max
�

h
f �A �

i
;

which leads to:

E [f jA] = max
�

[�Af � �A�] = max
�

[(f � �)�A � 0] : (5)

I adopt the convention that the preference pattern �A for a null event A is vacuous;

when A is null, E [f jA] = inf(f).

The functionals E [f jA] and E [f ] are closely related by the generalized Bayes rule

(�rst proposed by Walley [58, section 6.4.1]):
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Theorem 7. For a non-null event A, E [f jA] is the only solution of the equation:

E [(f � �) �A] = 0: (6)

From the previous theorem, the following important result can be derived [58, section

6.4.2]:

Theorem 8. For a non-null event A and for a lower expectation E with set of domi-

nating distributions K:

E [f jA] = min
p2K

Ep[XjA];

where Ep[f jA] is the conditional expectation determined by Bayes rule:

Ep[f jA] =
Ep[�Af ]

Ep[�A]
:

For each function f , E [f jA] is attained at one of the extreme points of the set K.

In many situations, a joint credal set is not directly speci�ed; instead, marginal and

conditional credal sets are provided. The following result is important in this situation.

Consider variables X and Y with sets of values X̂ and Ŷ , and take X and Y to be

the sets of subsets of X̂ and Ŷ respectively. Suppose a marginal credal set K(X) and

a collection of conditional credal sets K(XjY ) are de�ned. De�ne the lower likelihood

L(AjY ) = p (AjY ) and the upper likelihood U(AjY ) = p (AjY ).

The following result shows that the lower and upper likelihoods summarize all the

information in K(XjY ) [58, section 8.5.3].

Theorem 9. Consider a function f(Y ) de�ned in Ŷ and a non-null event A in X .

There is a number � such that the value of E [f jA] is attained when p(AjY ) is:

p(AjY ) =

8<
:
U(AjY ) if f(Y ) < �;

L(AjY ) if f(Y ) � �:
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5.6 Independence relations

The standard de�nition of probabilistic independence2 cannot be easily generalized to

convex sets of distributions. Consider the following example.

Example 1. Take binary variables X and Y , and the credal sets:

p(X = 0) = 0:2�+ 0:8(1 � �); p(Y = 0) = 0:3� + 0:7(1 � �);

for �; � 2 [0; 1]. Now generate the set of all joint distributions K 0(XY ) such that

p(XY ) = p(X)p(Y ) for any p(XY ) 2 K 0(XY ). The set K 0(XY ) is not convex. For

example, p(X = 0; Y = 0) = 0:56 � 0:74� + 0:24�2 when � = �. This function is equal

to 0.56 when � = 0 and 0.06 when � = 1, but it is strictly smaller than the convex

combination of extreme points 0:56� + 0:06(1 � �) for � 2 (0; 1).

One solution is to drop convexity [30], which would violate the convex combination

axiom. Another solution is to say that the joint credal set for two independent variables

X and Y is the convex hull of all distributions p(X)p(Y ). This joint credal set is called

the type-1 extension3, as suggested by Walley [58, section 9.4.5].

Type-1 extensions are direct generalizations of standard independence concepts, but

they are not based on any convention regarding preferences, lower expectations or credal

sets. The only justi�cation for type-1 extensions is their apparent similarity to standard

joint distributions. Despite this similarity, researchers have voiced concerns about type-1

extensions [1, 8, 11] because not all distributions in a type-1 credal set have independent

marginals; the next example shows this fact.

Example 2. In example 1, take the joint credal set K as the convex hull of K 0. The

following distribution is in K, but it does not have independent marginals:

p(X = 0; Y = 0) = 0:3864; p(X = 0; Y = 1) = 0:2456;

p(X = 1; Y = 0) = 0:2256; p(X = 1; Y = 1) = 0:1424:

2In Bayesian theory, two variables X and Y are independent if P (XY ) = P (X)P (Y ) [40].
3This convention is called type-3 independence by Campos and Moral [11], who consider it the most

interesting independence concept for sets of distributions.
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I propose to adopt Walley's de�nition of independence [58, sections 9.1, 9.2, 9.3],

which is based on conditional lower expectations and uses the concept of irrelevance.

Variable X is irrelevant to variable Y when E [f(X)jY ] = E [f(X)] for any function

f(X). Variables X and Y are independent when X is irrelevant to Y and vice-versa.

To develop a theory of convex sets of distributions, it is important to recast Walley's

de�nition using credal sets.

Consider two sets of variables X and Y and the credal sets K(X;Y ), K(X), K(Y ),

K(XjY ) and K(Y jX). Note that distributions in K(X) and K(XjY ) are de�ned over

the same algebra of events once Y is �xed; likewise, distributions in K(Y ) and K(Y jX)

are de�ned over the same algebra of events once X is �xed.

X is irrelevant to Y if K(Y ) is equal to K(Y jX) regardless of the value of X.

Likewise, Y is irrelevant to X if K(X) is equal to K(XjY ) regardless of the value of Y .

X and Y are independent if X is irrelevant to Y and Y is irrelevant to X.

This concept of independence does not imply that joint credal sets contain only joint

distributions with independent marginals; it does not even imply uniqueness for the joint

credal set. The next example, taken from Walley [58, section 9.3.4], is the simplest way

to illustrate this fact.

Example 3. The credal sets for binary variables A and B contain all distributions such

that 0:4 � p(1) � 0:5. The largest set of joint distributions that have the correct marginal

distributions for A and the correct conditional distributions for B is the convex hull of

distributions in table 1. But the convex hull of distributions (a) and (b), or distributions

(c) and (d), or distributions (a), (b), (c) and (d), also produces correct marginal and

conditional distributions.

The concept of independence can be generalized to include conditional independence.

Given a collection of variables with a set of joint distributions K, and three groups of

variables in this collection, ~X , ~Y and ~Z, say that ~X is independent of ~Y given ~Z if

K( ~Xj ~Z) is equal to K( ~X j~Y ; ~Z), and K( ~Y j ~Z) is equal to K( ~Y j ~X; ~Z), regardless of the
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Distribution p(A = 0; B = 0) p(A = 0; B = 1) p(A = 1; B = 0) p(A = 1; B = 1)

a 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

b 0.16 0.24 0.24 0.36

c 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3

d 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3

e 0:222222 0:222222 0:222222 0:333333

f 0:181818 0:272727 0:272727 0:272727

Table 1: Joint distributions for example 3.

value of ~Z.

6 Lower and upper values

Suppose that instead of starting from preferences or lower expectations, one speci�es a

credal set K.

For any function f , obtain lower and upper expectations:

E [f ] = min
p2K

Ep[f ]; E [f ] = max
p2K

Ep[f ]: (7)

Upper expectations can be obtained from lower expectations, since E [f ] = �E [�f ] for

any function f .

For any event A, obtain lower and upper envelopes:

p (A) = min
p2K

p(A); p (A) = max
p2K

p(A): (8)

Upper envelopes can be obtained from lower envelopes, since p (A) = 1� p (Ac) for any

event A. To obtain upper and lower envelopes from lower and upper expectations, take

the indicator function �A for any event A:

p (A) = E [�A] ; p (A) = E [�A] :
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�1 (rain) �2 (no rain) E[di] for � = 0 E[di] for � = 1

d1 (park) -10 10 -4 4

d2 (market) 5 -4 2.3 -1.3

d3 (home) 0 0 0 0

Table 2: Utilities and expected utilities as a function of �

A credal set always generates unique lower and upper envelopes, but a lower envelope

does not de�ne a unique credal set [58, section 2.7]. The Quasi-Bayesian approach

sidesteps this di�culty by taking convex sets as basic entities.

For any variable X, the variance of X is Vp[X] = Ep[X2] � (Ep[X])2. Lower and

upper variances are de�ned [58]:

V [X] = min
p2K

Vp[X]; V [X] = max
p2K

Vp[X]:

7 Quasi-Bayesian decision-making

Since preferences are partially ordered for a Quasi-Bayesian decision-maker, not all

decisions are comparable through expected utility.

Example 4. Suppose a decision-maker has three alternatives, d1 (go to the park), d2

(go to the market) and d3 (stay home). There are two states of nature, �1 (rain) and

�2 (no rain). The decision-maker has a credal set de�ned by p(�1) = �0:3 + 0:7(1 � �),

� 2 [0; 1]. The utility function is given in Table 2. Notice that for � = 0, E[d2] >

E[d3] > E[d1]; for � = 1, E[d1] > E[d3] > E[d2].

There is considerable debate about how a Quasi-Bayesian decision-maker actually

makes a decision. The most direct strategy is to �nd a \best" decision for each dis-

tribution in the credal set, and leave the decision-maker with a set of \best" decisions
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[4, 17, 19, 34]. The purpose of this section is not to advocate a particular decision-making

stratey, but only to point out some current proposals.

There are several suggestions on how a single \best" decision should be selected by a

Quasi-Bayesian decision-maker. The �rst strategy is to select a single distribution from

the credal and �nd the \best" decision for this particular distribution. One possible

choice is the maximum-entropy distribution [37, 36, 59]; another is the centroid of the

credal set [30].

Levi's approach is to consider only courses of action maximizing expected utility for

at least one distribution in the joint credal set [32, 33]. Levi provides additional methods

to select one decision on what he calls security considerations.

Another approach is to select a decision with maximum upper expected utility. This

approach has been advocated in the planning literature; it is appropriate when the upper

bound is guaranteed to be attained using secondary actions.

Finally, another approach is to select a decision with maximumlower expected utility.

This approach seems reasonable in the context of robustness analysis, and in fact variants

of it have been used in robust Statistics [2, 28, 43].

Example 5. In example 4, d3 is never the best for any value of �, so it would never be

selected according to Levi, but d3 has maximum lower expected utility. d1 has maximum

upper expected utility.

8 Conclusion

As originally presented by Giron and Rios, Quasi-Bayesian theory displays an attractive

balance between generality and simplicity. But the theory is rather incomplete: they

did not explore independence relations, and provided almost no discussion of condition-

alization and decision-making.
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This paper updates the original Quasi-Bayesian theory, while preserving the same

balance between generality and simplicity. The main contribution is the adaptation

of Walley's irrelevance and independence concepts to Giron and Rios' preferences and

convex sets of distributions.

The derivation presented here ows from preferences to lower expectations, and

then to convex sets of distributions. This contrasts with other approaches where convex

sets of distributions are derived directly from preferences [32, 47]. The approach taken

here simpli�es de�nitions and theorems and gives a more intuitive interpretation for

key concepts in the theory. Consider functions as commodities; the lower expectation

for a function f is the higher \price" that is paid for this function. The \price" of f

depends on the values of f and the beliefs regarding each state of nature. Such beliefs

are represented by convex sets of distributions.

In the derivation, both Walley's almost-preference axioms and Walley's generalized

Bayes rule are obtained from axioms of preference. First, Walley's almost-preference

axioms are demonstrated to be identical to Giron and Rios' axioms. Second, theorem

7 derives Walley's generalized Bayes rule directly from conditional preferences. These

new results highlight the conceptual similarity between Walley's theory of imprecise

probabilities, which is based on lower expectations, and Quasi-Bayesian theory, which

is based on preferences.

A Walley's almost-preference axioms

To prove theorem 1, start with some simple lemmas, which will lead to the proof of the

main result.

Lemma 1. If Z � 0, then Z � Z
2
and 0 � �Z

2
.

Proof. Use the convex combination axiom with Z and �Z. First, Z

2
+ Z

2
� 1

2
0 + Z

2
, so

Z � Z

2
. Second, Z

2
+ �Z

2
� 1

2
0 + �Z

2
, so 0 � �Z

2
.
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Lemma 2. If X � Y then X � Y � 0.

Proof. If X � Y then X

2
� Y

2
� Y

2
� Y

2
= 0 (from the convex combination axiom), so

X

2
� Y

2
� 0. Since X � Y � X

2
� Y

2
(from lemma (1)), by transitivity, X � Y � 0.

Lemma 3. If X � 0 and Y � 0, then X + Y � 0.

Proof. The following sequence of conclusions is valid:

0 � �
X

2
; 0 � �

Y

2
by lemma (1),

Y � �
X

2
; X � �

Y

2
by transitivity,

Y +
X

2
� 0; X +

Y

2
� 0 by lemma (2),

0 � �
Y

2
�
X

4
by lemma (1),

X +
Y

2
� �

Y

2
�
X

4
by transitivity,

X +
X

4
+
Y

2
+
Y

2
� 0 by lemma (2),

5X

4
+ Y � 0:

Now use the convex combination axiom with � = 4

5
and Z = 0:

4

5

�
5X

4
+ Y

�
+
1

5
Y �

4

5
0 +

1

5
Y;

which yields X + Y � Y

5
.

By the convex combination axiom with � = 1

5
and Z = 0:

1

5
Y +

4

5
0 �

1

5
0 +

4

5
0;

which yields Y
5
� 0. By transitivity, X + Y � 0.

Lemma 4. X � Y if and only if X � Y � 0. [cancellation]
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Proof. One direction is given by lemma (2). If X � Y � 0, then 2X � 2Y � 0 (lemma

(3)). Then 2X�2Y

2
+ 1

2
2Y � 1

2
0 + 1

2
2Y , so X � Y .

Lemma 5. If Xi � Yi then
P
Xi �

P
Yi.

Proof. By cancellation, Xi � Yi � 0, and by induction on lemma (3),
P

i(Xi � Yi) � 0,

so
P

iXi �
P
Yi � 0. By cancellation,

P
Xi �

P
Yi.

Lemma 6. If X � Y , then �X � �Y for � > 0 [positive homogeneity].

Proof. For any �0 2 (0; 1], �0X � �0Y . Now by decomposing every number � > 0 as

� =
P
1 + �0 where 0 � �0 � 1, obtain the �X = �0X +

P
X and �Y = �0Y +

P
Y . So

�X � �Y by lemma 5.

Lemma 7. If X + � � Y for all � > 0 then X � Y [continuity].

Proof. If X + � � Y for all � > 0, construct the sequence Xi = X + �0
2i
, for �0 > 0,

i = 1; 2; : : :. Then Xi � Y by hypothesis and Xi ! X, so X � Y (by convergence).

Lemma 8. If X � Y then X � Y [monotonicity].

Proof. If X � Y , then X + � > Y for all � > 0; by the dominance axiom, X + � � Y ,

so X + � � Y for all � > 0. By the continuity theorem, X � Y .

The last theorem implies that preference is reexive: X � X.

Theorem 1. Giron and Rios' axioms are equivalent to the following axioms:

1. If X = �1 and Y = 0, it is not the case that X � Y . [sure gain]

2. If X � Y and Y � Z then X � Z. [transitivity]

3. If X � Y then X � Y . [monotonicity]
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4. If X � Y and � > 0 then �X � �Y . [positive homogeneity]

5. If X + � � Y for all � > 0 then X � Y . [continuity]

6. X � Y if and only if X � Y � 0. [cancellation]

Proof. The �rst axiom comes directly from dominance; the second is transitivity. All

others were derived from Giron and Rios' axioms in the previous lemmas.

To obtain Giron and Rios' axioms from the axioms in the thorem, start with the

convex combination axiom. The convex combination axiom follows from the properties

of positive homogeneity. If X � Y , then �X � �Y and then �X+(1��)Z�(1��)Z �

�Y , so by cancellation �X +(1��)Z � �Y +(1��)Z (the converse of all implications

is true).

Dominance comes primarily from monotonicity. If X > Y then X � Y , then X � Y

by monotonicity. If X > Y then X � Y +  for  = inf jX � Y j, so X � Y + 

by monotonicity. Suppose Y � X; then Y � X and X � Y + ; this would imply

that Y � Y +  (by transitivity) and then 0 �  (by cancellation). Using positive

homogeneity, obtain 0 � 1, which conicts with sure gain. Since X � Y and not

Y � X, X � Y .

Finally, convergence requires several axioms. It is always possible to �nd a large

enough n such that jXn�Xj < � for all i > n, all � > 0. This implies that ��jX�Xij >

0 and then �� jX �Xij � 0 by monotonicity. Since Xi � Z � 0, X � (X �Xi)� Z +

� � jX � Xij � 0. This implies that X � Z + � � (X � Xi) + jX � Xij � 0. Since

X � Z + � � 0 for all � > 0, X � Z � 0 by continuity and X � Z by cancellation.

Since Y � Xi � 0, so Y � X � (Xi � X) + � � jXi � Xj � 0. This implies that

Y �X + � � (Xi �X) + jXi �Xj � 0. Since Y �X + � � 0 for all � > 0, Y �X � 0

by continuity and Y � X by cancellation.
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B Derivation of Quasi-Bayesian theory

This section collects a number of well-known facts about lower expectations and convex

sets of distributions. Some results have been mentioned in the literature without proofs

based on preferences (theorems 2, 3, 4 and 7); others have been published with di�erent

terminology and notation, are are included here for completeness (theorems 5 and 6).

Theorems 8 and 9 and lemma 9 are fundamental results taken directly from Walley's

book [58]; their proofs are omitted.

Theorem 2. Lower expectations have the following properties:

1. E [f ] � inf f .

2. E [�f ] = �E [f ] for � > 0. [positive homogeneity]

3. E [f + g] � E [f ] + E [g]. [super-additivity]

Proof. Since f � inf f , max� [f � �] � inf f by monotonicity. Positive homogeneity

yields: E [�f ] = max�1 [�f � �1] = max��2 [�f � ��2] = �max�2 [f � �2] = �E [f ].

Finally, consider max�[f + g � �]. Since f � E [f ] and g � E [g], f + g � E [f ] + E [g]

(lemma 5). Then max�[f + g � �] � E [f ] + E [g], so E [f + g] � E [f ] + E [g].

Theorem 3. E [f � g] � 0 if and only if f � g.

Proof. If f � g, then f � g � 0 (by cancellation) and E [f � g] � 0 by expression (2).

If E [f � g] � 0, then f � g � 0 by transitivity; then f � g by cancellation.

Theorem 4. Any functional satisfying the properties in theorem 2 generates a prefer-

ence pattern (through expression (3)) satisfying Giron and Rios' axioms.

Proof. First notice two facts:
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� Suppose X is equal to a constant �. Since E [0] = 0 by positive homogeneity,

0 = E [X + (�X)] � E [X] + E [�X], so E [X] � �E [�X] � � inf(�X) =

sup(X) = �. Since E [X] � inf(X) = �, E [X] = �.

� Suppose X is equal to Y +� for a constant �. By superadditivity, E [X] � E [Y ]+�

and E [Y ] � E [X]� � (since E [�] = �). Since the last expression yields E [X] �

E [Y ] + �, E [X] = E [Y ] + �.

Given these facts, the proof of the theorem involves showing that preferences pro-

duced through expression (3) satisfy axioms in theorem 1, provided that properties in

theorem 2 are satis�ed by the functional E.

Sure gain is directly veri�ed as it states that if X = �1 and Y = 0, E [�1� 0] =

�1 � 0.

Transitivity is directly veri�ed as it states that if E [X � Y ] � 0 and E [Y � Z] � 0,

then E [X � Z] = E [X � Y + Y � Z] � E [X � Y ] + E [Y � Z] � 0.

Positive homogeneity and cancellation are directly satis�ed.

Continuity states that if E [X + �� Y ] � 0 for all � > 0, then E [X � Y ] � 0.

Suppose E [X � Y ] < 0. Pick �0 = �E [X � Y ] =2; then E [X � Y ] � ��0 � 0 and

E [X + �0 � Y ] � 0, contradicting the hypothesis.

A general result about lower expectations is [58, section 2.5.5]:

Lemma 9 (Walley's coherence condition). A functional E [X] is a lower expecta-

tion if and only if for all non-negative integers m, n, and all functions Xi, Y :

sup

0
@ nX
j=1

(Xj � E [Xj ])�m(Y � E [Y ])

1
A � 0:

Theorem 5. A functional E [X] is a lower expectation if and only if it is represented

by its set K of dominating distributions.
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Proof. Suppose a functional E [X] is represented by K; for every function, E [X] =

minp2K Ep[X]. Since every Ep[X] � inf(X), E [X] � inf(X). Since Ep[�X] = �Ep[X],

E [�X] � �E [X]. And since the minimum operator is superadditive (min(X + Y ) �

minX +minY ), E [X + Y ] � E [X] + E [Y ]. So the functional is a lower expectation

by theorem 4.

Suppose a functional is a lower expectation. To prove that it is represented by its

set K of dominating distributions, it is enough to prove that for every function Y , there

is a probability distribution in K such that: (1) Ep[Y ] = E [Y ], and (2) Ep[X] � E [X]

for all other functions X.

To prove this, consider the set FX with all functions X � E [X]. For an arbitrary

function Y , construct the set FY = fFX [ (E [Y ]� Y )g.

For any n � 1 and functions fZign1 , Zi 2 FY , lemma 9 indicates that sup
�Pn

j=1 Zj
�
�

0. This implies that there is an expectation Ep[Z] such that Ep[Z] � 0 for all functions

in FY (this is a consequence of the separating hyperplane theorem, as shown by Walley's

separation lemma [58, section 3.3.2]).

Using this result, take a distribution pY (�) such that:

� EpY [X �E [X]] � 0 for all X; this implies that pY (�) 2 K;

� EpY [E [Y ]� Y ] � 0; this implies that EpY [Y ] = E [Y ].

This proves that for every Y , E [Y ] = minp2K Ep[Y ].

Theorem 6. For a preference pattern satisfying Giron and Rios' axioms, there is a

closed and convex set of probability distributions K such that:

f � g , Ep[f ] � Ep[g] for every p 2 K:

Proof. For a preference pattern satisfying Giron and Rios' axioms, a lower expectation

can be de�ned through expression (2). By theorem 5, the set of dominating expectations
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K represents the lower expectation; this set is closed and convex. If f � g, then

E [f � g] � 0, so Ep[f � g] � 0 for all p(�) 2 K; consequently, Ep[f ] � Ep[g] for all

p(�) 2 K. Conversely, if Ep[f ] � Ep[g] for all p(�) 2 K, then Ep[f � g] � 0 for all

p(�) 2 K; consequently, f � g.

Theorem 7. For a non-null event A, E [f jA] is the only solution of the equation:

E [(f � �) �A] = 0: (9)

Proof. By theorem 3, max� [(f � �)�A � 0] and max� [E [(f � �)�A] � 0] are equivalent.

For � > �, E [(f � �)�A] � E [(f � �)�A]+ (���)E [�A]. Since E [�A] > 0, the function

E [(f � �)�A] is strictly decreasing with �; since this function is negative for � > sup(f)

and negative for � < inf(f), the value arg max� [E [(f � �)�A] � 0] is the only solution

of equation (6).
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